Instrument classification is one of the fields in Music Information Retrieval (MIR) that has attracted a lot of research interest. However, the majority of that is dealing with monophonic music, while efforts on polyphonic material mainly focus on predominant instrument recognition or multi-instrument recognition for entire tracks. We present an approach for instrument classification in polyphonic music using monophonic training data that involves mixingaugmentation methods. Specifically, we experiment with pitch and tempo-based synchronization, as well as mixes of tracks with similar music genres. Further, a custom CNN model is proposed, that uses the augmented training data efficiently and a plethora of suitable evaluation metrics are discussed as well. The tempo-sync and genre techniques stand out, achieving an 81% label ranking average precision accuracy, detecting up to 9 instruments in over 2300 testing tracks.
INTRODUCTION
With the term music we refer to interesting combinations of one or more instrument sounds and sometimes vocals. Humans are able, due to their natural ability, to identify these sounds when they listen to a music track. Of course, this ability gets harder depending on the number of instruments, their performance style and also when perceptually similar instruments play simultaneously. It is easy to infer that for computers and computing algorithms this task gets even more complex, which has led to increased research activity in various fields of MIR.
Instrument Classification (IC) on monophonic data has already been successful. On the other hand, the equivalent polyphonic task is much harder, because of the existence of similar instruments and the superposition of time-frequency features, such as pitch and timbre, from different instruments. However,the success of this task is being thoroughly researched, as it can lead to significant advances and applications. The ability to determine which instruments are playing at each time can provide useful insight into musical structure and therefore can act in assistance to a variety of fundamental MIR tasks, such as music browsing [1] , auto-tagging [2] , music automatic transcription [3] and source separation [4] .
An important research constraint for instrument classification is the lack of easily accessible data, since it is quite hard to create a The first two authors contributed equally. 2020 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. Permission from IEEE must be obtained for all other uses, in any current or future media, including reprinting/republishing this material for advertising or promotional purposes, creating new collective works, for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or reuse of any copyrighted component of this work in other works. large dataset of polyphonic audio that is correctly annotated. On the other hand, monophonic data can be easily accessed, collected, and automatically annotated. Inspired by this, in this paper we investigate how to efficiently augment monophonic data in order to train an instrument classifier for polyphonic music, focusing on mixing methods.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a review of recent work on IC. The proposed augmentation methods, used to create the polyphonic training data are analyzed in Section 3. Next, Section 4 deals with the experimental setup, describing the pre-processing and the model architectures we exploit. The evaluation metrics utilized are also introduced in the same section. In Section 5 we present the results of our experiments and evaluate the augmentation strategies. Finally, in Section 6 we conclude our remarks and propose plausible future directions.
RELATED WORK
Research work using monophonic audio focuses mainly on recorded isolated notes. Eronen et al [5] used cepstral coefficients and temporal features to classify 30 orchestral instruments achieving 81% accuracy for individual instruments. Diment et al. used phase information with MFCCs and achieved 71% for 22 instruments [6] .
For an overview on note-level instrument recognition, readers are referred to [7] .
More recent works however deal with polyphonic sounds, which are closer to actual music. A number of research studies use synthesized polyphonic audio from recorded single tones [8] . In [9] , hand-crafted audio features along with dimensionality reduction techniques were used in multi-instrument segments. Yu et al. [10] achieved 66% F-score in 11-instrument recognition using IRMAS [11] . However, artificially produced polyphonic music is still far from professionally produced music. Factors like timbre or style affect the recognition performance, including the recording quality.
Most existing works on instrument classification use datasets of solo recordings or excerpt-level annotations (e.g. IRMAS). As labeling the presence of instruments for each frame requires a lot of effort and time, few projects deal with frame-level analysis and datasets with frame-level instrument labels have only emerged over the recent few years [12, 13] . Among state-of-the-art efforts, Hung et al. [14] exploits musical traits like timbre and pitch to make frame-level predictions using MusicNet [13] , while in [15] , Gururani et al. experiment with various temporal resolutions in the classification task.
Similar spectral or temporal characteristics have been used broadly in data augmentation experiments at MIR. Specifically, various combinations of pitch shifting and time stretching strategies are exploited in [16] , while in [17] an augmentation policy that includes feature warping and masking blocks of frequency channels and timesteps on spectrograms has provided state-of-the-art results. Data augmentation has generally been reported to prevent overfitting issues [18] something that has resulted in numerous related experiments in music recognition today.
METHODOLOGY

Initial Dataset
The dataset used in order to train our models is based on the IR-MAS dataset [11] , which is divided into a training and a testing set. We use the training set, which consists of 6705 3-sec audio snippets at 44.1kHz, annotated with one of the 11 available predominant instrument labels. For our task we limit our data to 9 mainstream instruments: piano (pia), acoustic guitar (gac), electric guitar (gel), violin (vio), cello (cel), saxophone (sax), clarinet (cla), trumpet (tru) and human voice (voi).
However, the data are neither enough in quantity nor balanced, so we initially populate the dataset by generating additional audio tracks through pitch shifting, which has been extensively used for data augmentation [19] . Specifically, we choose random tracks from each instrument and shift their pitch by ±2,±4 and ±6 semitones, producing 6 new tracks. The pitch-shifting tracks were created using Librosa [20] . Next, we cut each track into 1-sec segments. We do this since this temporal resolution yielded the optimal results for [21] , while the active instrument cannot be identified in shorter inputs. In order to maintain a balanced dataset, 5000 1-sec segments for every instrument were kept.
Augmentation Methods
Since, after pitch augmentation, the dataset remains monophonic, we further augment the dataset by producing 5000 mixed 1-sec segments for each combination of two instruments. Mixes of more than two instruments were not implemented because not only the natural feeling of music is lost, but also the amount of data grows polynomially with respect to the number of instruments. In the following, we describe the mixing augmentation methods we experiment with.
Random Mixing
We use the PyDub library in order to mix the additional 5000 1-sec segments for each combination of instruments. The procedure is done by simply overlapping the corresponding monophonic segments, which are selected randomly.
Pitch-Sync Mixing
The intuition behind the specific augmentation strategy is that, by pitch alignment of the overlapped segments, we force our network to focus on specific spectral and timbral characteristics. However, for pitch detection we do not have easily applicable and reliable solutions. We use the CREPE pitch-prediction model proposed in [22] , which estimates the pitch of an audio signal using 10 msec windows. We compute the pitch of each track with a resolution of 100 msec by taking the average across every 10 consecutive predictions. In the end we align each pair of tracks in the frequency domain using pitch shifting by semitones. Specifically, after obtaining the frequencies f1 and f2 of the two segments, we compute the needed shift in semitones (s) as follows:
f1 f2 After generating the 2 pitch-synced segments, we mix them by overlapping them, as described above.
Tempo-Sync Mixing
For this kind of augmentation, we calculate the tempo (in BPM) for each pair of audio segments that will be overlaid. Afterwards, we apply time stretching on the one with the shorter BPM until they get aligned. The whole process is carried out using Librosa functionality and the final segments are mixed again with PyDub overlay. We proceed in this type of mixing since instruments in real music usually play in the same tempo when they perform at the same time.
Similar Genre Mixing
As a final mixing method, we combine segments that belong to the same genre. IRMAS proves to be ideal for this type of mixing since the data are already annotated with genre labels. The available categories are classic, pop/rock, jazz/blues and country/folk. After separating the available genre categories, we produce 5000 mixed tracks for each combination by matching only segments from the same genre category. By doing so, we expect to better approximate actual music tracks, each of which relates to a specific genre.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Pre-processing
First, each track is downsampled to 22.05 kHz, downmixed to mono and also normalized by the root mean square energy. We experiment with Constant Q Transform (CQT) as a feature representation of the audio segments, as it has been proven adequate for various MIR tasks, serving a perceptually motivated frequency scale [23] . Each segment is transformed into a CQT-spectrogram, using 96 bins, 12 bins per octave and 256 hop length, resulting in a 96x87 matrix.
Model Architecture
We use deep architectures as they show consistently promising results in nearly every field of MIR. As a baseline system, we use the same network as [15] , consisting of four convolutional layers and two dense layers, a hidden one and the output. Every convolutional layer uses zero padding and is followed by Batch Normalization, Max Pooling and Dropout layers. ELU activation function is used throughout the model and a sigmoid activation is chosen for the output layer, as it gives a probability distribution around all predictable classes and is suitable for multi-label classification. The specific architecture is shown in Table 1 .
We further experimented with the above architecture, resulting in a modification that uses double convolution layers at each convolutional block of the model, expecting to better identify more complex data, while we also replace the ELU activation function with a leaky ReLU, that has extensively been proposed for music recognition tasks [14, 20] .
We train both networks using binary cross-entropy as the loss function, as it is widely preferred at multi-label problems over categorical cross-entropy. This way, the loss for a certain class does not influence the decision for other classes. Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.0001 is used to optimize this loss function. Both models are trained using batches of 32 instances for 10 epochs, a number that enables validation loss to converge smoothly.
Evaluation Metrics
We evaluate the proposed models using a suitable subset of the IR-MAS test set, excluding the tracks that contain annotated instruments which we do not use. Since our models are trained to predict the instruments in 1-second segments and the testing tracks vary from 5 to 20 seconds, we average the per-frame predictions and extract a single total prediction for each track. While this would normally result in flawed predictions, the fact that each instrument labeled is active for the whole duration of the track allows the above manipulation.
The total number of testing tracks are 2355, from which 1121 tracks contain a sole instrument, and 1234 tracks contain between 2-4 instruments. We utilize the next three evaluation metrics for the comparison of the different data augmentation strategies.
Label Ranking Average Precision (LRAP) Metric
The LRAP metric has been proposed in [24] and is adequate for multi-label classification evaluation. This metric measures the ca- Fig. 2 . Comparison between the initial (1-Conv) and proposed (2-Conv) models, for both monophonic (solo) and polyphonic (mix) datasets.
pability to assign higher percentages to true classes and is also threshold-independent. In our case LRAP is particularly useful, since it evaluates whether the model assigns the top ranks to the instruments that are present and the lower ranks to the non-present ones. Its strong intuition renders LRAP as the leading factor in evaluating the numerous models. We calculate LRAP at track level, after averaging the result for each segment.
Area Under ROC Curve (AUC) Metric
AUC is a threshold-independent metric as well, used in binary classification. It is defined as the probability that a classifier will rank a randomly chosen positive instance higher than a randomly chosen negative one, by finding the true-positive and false-positive rates. We compute the AUC for each instrument in order to acquire a more thorough understanding of the model's behavior, exploiting its usage at binary classification problems. An overall accuracy metric can be computed, by averaging the AUC score for each instrument.
F1 Score Metric
F1 score, like precision and recall, is being widely used in Machine Learning. In order to override the threshold dependence of the metric, we compute precision and recall by iterating through each possible threshold value in [0, 1] and choosing the one that maximizes the F1 score metric according to the following formula:
2P R P + R where P denotes precision and R recall. To get an overall accuracy score for a track using the F1 metric, we compute the average of each instrument's accuracy. Since F1 score proves to be more efficient in data imbalance (e.g. big difference between positive and negative classes) in comparison to AUC, we exploit the former for further experiments in such cases.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Apart from comparing the mix-augmentation methods, we also train both models using only the monophonic dataset. Figure 2 shows Table 2 . Results for each accuracy metric and each proposed augmentation method in comparison to the initial solo dataset. The presented results are produced from the double-conv model.
Fig. 3. AUC per instrument for each 2-conv model
the results of the direct comparison between the 1-Conv and the 2-Conv models. We include the results for the monophonic dataset and the randomly mixed dataset, since we want to examine the general effect of augmenting the dataset via mixing, and not the specificities of each approach. It can be observed that the proposed network significantly improves the metrics accuracy in both datasets. We attribute this fact to the internal complexity and the amount of poorly annotated segments of the IRMAS dataset. This becomes especially evident for the polyphonic dataset, as the mixes provide additional complexity. Hence, for all the following experiments, the 2-Conv network architecture has been exploited. A comparison of model performance between the four augmentation techniques and the initial monophonic dataset is summarized in Table 2 . It is deduced that the general polyphonic model clearly outperforms the monophonic one, regardless of the mixing technique. Specifically, the random model seems to surpass the other mixing models in the general case, performing better for the AUC and F1 score metrics. However, the genre and tempo based mixes provide the best LRAP results by a significant margin, indicating that the model can successfully eliminate the absent instruments in a track, by referring to these corresponding features. It seems though that the genre-mixing method can comparatively better identify the present instruments by matching their style of play. This outcome sets this strategy as the most preferable for IC, while further clarification is needed for the AUC results.
It should be mentioned that the BPM augmentation may not be adequate for the 1-second duration of our training data, since BPM identification requires longer audio segments to be efficient. Overall, while automatic pitch estimation is still considered an open issue, the pitch-aware technique shows the weakest results, which is plausibly attributed to the performance of the CREPE model. Further examination on the enhancement of these results should be conducted.
Next, per instrument results are presented for each of the men- Table 3 . F1 score results for clarinet and acoustic guitar for each 2-conv models tioned augmentation strategies, as they provide useful insight into their performance. Figure 3 shows the AUC per instrument of the 2-conv model for the monophonic and the mixed methods. We observe that the random mixing method is the only one that gives fair results in clarinet estimation, which greatly contributes to the superiority shown in Table 2 . Moreover, we mention an interesting relation between the similar violin and cello, where it seems that they perform competitively and each model is inclined to one of them. A remark should be made about acoustic and electric guitar, where the recognition rates reflect their natural usage. Acoustic guitar yields more promising results on the mix model, as it is rarely considered a predominant instrument, while electric guitar performs well on the monophonic dataset, as a well-known solo instrument. Finally, we further investigate the interesting relation between the models' performance with respect to clarinet. From the 2335 testing songs, only 43 contain clarinet, thus a wide difference exists between positive and negative classes. In this case, AUC does not serve as an efficient metric for performance evaluation so the F1 score is exploited for the specific instrument, as shown in Table  3 . Surprisingly, all models perform almost identically well on the scarce training data containing clarinet. On the other hand, AUC presents a small divergence in acoustic guitar, as previously stated. This result is deduced from 464 out of 2335 tracks containing this instrument, rendering AUC results more credible. Indeed, the latter metric comes to an agreement with the results shown in Table 3 , where F1 score for the solo model is slightly lower compared to the mixed models.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the problem of using monophonic data to train a polyphonic instrument classifier, focusing on mixing strategies to efficiently convert the monophonic dataset to polyphonic. The proposed 2-conv model achieves a more thorough interpretation of the spectral characteristics of polyphonic datasets, while the proposed mixing techniques proved to be adequate as data augmentation strategies, outperforming the monophonic model in IC. LRAP, being a more integrated and intuitive metric, renders BPM and genre mixing strategies superior among all, achieving an accuracy of 81%, while AUC and F1 score give sophisticated insights in per instrument analysis when they are considered together. Future work on this task could include different pre-processing of the training segments, so that pitch and tempo augmentation could further boost their contribution. A combination of the presented mixing techniques should be further examined as well, so their cooperative features could be analyzed.
